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something 'white' that would preserve me from all this. My
soup was not there! Had I forgotten it? Probably; and for the
reason that I had thought about it too much not to forget it.
What was the Eskimo word for 'soup9? I thumbed through my
dictionary without a thought that the Eskimo might never eat
soup, and there might be no word for it. Instead, I cursed the
dictionary with the curse usual the world over— that a diction-
ary never contains the words we need. I could not explain to
Utak what was missing; but as he saw me hunting, turning my
effects over and over, he too — and this was the only comic note
of the evening — he too began to hunt, though he knew not
what he was hunting. What was I to eat? That frozen fish?
That repellent snow-covered thing I could hear grating in their
teeth as they chewed?
The household stared at me, and I needed no word of
Eskimo to understand what they were thinking: not only had
this white man no titbits to offer to them, he had not even
brought his own grub. They said nothing, but their disapproval
was unmistakable. Sick at heart, I crept into my bag and fell
asleep without a morsel of food.
We slept six in a row, squeezed together in an igloo built to
hold three, our heads turned towards the porch. The men lay
naked in their caribou sleeping-bags. I kept my clothes on, and
it was as if I were sleeping in a cage with wild beasts. All night
long something dripped from the ceiling upon my face, and
though each drop sent a twinge of pain through me, I could not
evade it because we were squeezed too tightly together. All
night long, too, my neighbour, Utak's brother, made use of the
tin that served as chamber-pot, and each time he would hold
it out at arm's length without stirring, and empty it under my
nose. In a corner an old woman spat the whole night through,
and between the one and the other, in a spirit of the deepest
gloom of heart, through which the two or three images of
warmth and comfort that I summoned were unable to make
their way, finally I fell asleep,
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